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MAXISPACE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

K-96106T-R/K-96106T-L/K-96107T

MIRRORED CABINET

BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN

�

�

�

�

�

Please read these instructions carefully to familiarize
yourself with the required tools, materials, and installation
sequences. Follow the sections that pertain to your
particular installation . This will help you avoid costly
mistakes. In addition to proper installation, read all
operating and safety instructions.
All information in these instructions is based upon the
latest product information available at the time of
publication. Kohler China. reserves the right to make
changes in product characteristics, packaging, or
availability at any time without notice.
These instructions contain important care, cleaning, and

warranty information-

Before installation carefully inspect the new fixture for any
signs of damage.
This product complies with GB/T10357.4-2013,
GB/T10357.5-2013 and GB24977-2010.

Be
careful when opening the door to avoid pinching
fingers.

Don't use acidic or alkalic cleaners or
alcohol to clean the surface. Use a dampened cloth to
clean.

Electrical wiring
may need to be relocated.

Use anchors
(not provided) rated for the loaded weight of this
product. Refer to the anchor manufacturer's
instructions.

This cabinet is designed for
either right or left door swing. Check the wall cavity for
obstructions.

please leave instructions for the

consumer.

WARNING: Risk of injury or product damage.

WARNING:

CAUTION: Risk of electric shock.

CAUTION: Risk of property damage.

Important Information:

�

�

�

�

�

-

GB/T10357.4-2013 GB/T10357.5-2013

GB24977-2010
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Kohler reserves the right to change marked dimensions without prior notice.

ROUGHING-IN

UNIT : mmReference Value

Mirrored Cablnet

K-96106T-L( )
K-96106T-R( )

Mirrored Cablnet

K-96107T( )

Glass Shelves
546*118*6mm

2PCS

Wall Anchors

5PCS

Top Clips

3PCS

Screw ST3.5X35
ST3.5X35

5PCS

Shelf Clip

10PCS

Mounting Bar

1PCS

Storage, Plastic

2 ( )
3 ( )

Glass Shelves
256*118*6mm

2PCS( )

Holedr, Dryer, Assy.

1PCS( )

ACCESSORIS LISTACCESSORIS LIST

590 158

130

7
7
6

7
7
6

890

590 297 158

130

Side Mirror

2PCS
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CABINET INSTALLATIONCABINET INSTALLATION

Item Electrical Function Type Descripetion Fixate Place

Defogger
Input: 220V 50Hz, Pmax=30W

Back of outer-mirror

Lighting
Input: 220V 50Hz, Pmax=6W, LED 3000K

Top of inner cabinet

Power Outlet
Input: 220V 50Hz, 10A

Bottom of inner cabinet

1

2

3

INSTALLATION

STEP
2

Drill mounting holes

Drill 5 (or 4) 6 holes on the wall as shown. The

holes on the same line shall keep level.

5 ( 4 ) 6

5-
6

6

7
4
5

0
.3

L1=320(Single Door )

L2=320(Single Door )

L1=500(Double Door )

L2=590(Double Door )

5
5
8
.5

L2

L1

40mm from top part of the countertop (such as faucet)
( ) 40

Screw ST3.5x35
and Wall Anchor

ST3.5x35

Drill holes
4- 6mm
4- 6mm

Drill holes
4- 6mm
4- 6mm

Fix the mounting bar to the
wall, level the mounting bar.
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STEP
2

Install mounting bar. Take out the mounting bar and put level. Drill holes according to the hole spaces.

STEP
3

Fix the cabinet

1. Put the cabinet on the mounting bar.

2. Insert top clips from the center of the top. Slide the clips to align with the drilled holes. Fix with screws.

2.

1.

Top Clip

Cabinet

Mounting Bar
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Adjust the door (only necessary if the door does not completely match the cabinet when it is closed).
( )

Door adjustments

Remove the hinge cover or the blumotion before adjustion, see Fig A.
A

Adjust the hinge of door in 3 directions to make sure the door level as shown in Fig.B.
B

STEP
4

Fig. B B

Height Adjustment Depth AdjustmentSide Adjustment

Fig. A A

AssembleAssemble Removal
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STEP
6

Adjust magnifying glass.

IMPORTANT!

To adjust mirror height, slide up or down.

Rotate mirror in before closing the door.

STEP
5

Install glass shelf

1. Insert the snap-in pins into the side holes.
1.

2. Insert the glass shelf into the snap-in pins.
2.

3.

3.

as shown in the left illustration.

In case the door opening angle is not enough, insert the glass shelf vertically upwards and then rotate to horizontal position,
as shown in the right illustration.

Method One Method Two
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STEP
7

Install accessories and side mirror as shown.

1. Align the side mirror with the top and bottom of the cabinet. Clean the back of the mirror.

1.

2. Peel off the double-sided tape and press onto the side mirror for 30 seconds.

2. 30

Note:

1. Two storage boxes with single door cabinet.

2. Three storage boxes and bracket for hair drier

with double door cabinet.

1. 2

2. 3
Side Mirror Bracket

Side Mirror

Side Mirror

Hang the storage box on the hook

Hang the storage box on the hook Hang the storage box on the hook

Fix bracket for hair drier on the
glass shelf with cross screwdriver
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STEP
8

Connect to power line

1. Open the wire box and pull out the terminal block.
1.

2. Put the terminal block back after connecting the power lines and then close the wire box.
2.

Terminal Block

Wire Box

Light, Defogger
Wire Input(three-core cable)

( )
220V/50Hz

Plug
Wire Input(three-core cable)

220V/50Hz
( )

Note:
1. LED light will be brighter when cabinet

door is closed and dimmer when cabinet
door is open.

2. A separated switch is needed for lighting.
3. It is recommended to arrange a

separated power line for the socket to
keep it power on all the time.

1. LED

2.

3.

1.5
4. 2000 .

Power line
shall be copper core 1.5m .

4. Power of the electrical equipments
connected to the socket shall not
exceed 2000w.

2
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